ON THE INDEX OF A NUMBER FIELD
by enric nart Abstract. Arithmetic invariants are found which determine the index i(K) of a number field K. They are used to obtain an explicit formula under certain restrictions on K. They provide also a complete explanation of a phenomenon conjectured by Ore [8] and showed by Engstrom in a particular case [2] .
Introduction. The index of a finite number field K is defined as i(K) = g.c.d.[i(8)/0 g ^integer, K= Q(6)}, where i(6) denotes the index of 6. The existence or not of fields with i(K) > 1 was a crucial problem in the construction of the ideal theory in the rings of numbers. In 1878 Dedekind [1] characterized when a prime/? g Z divides i(K) in terms of the decomposition of p into a product of prime ideals of K and found the first example of a cubic field with i(K) = 2. Let ip(K) denote the greatest exponent s such that/?1 divides i(K). In 1928 Ore [8] conjectured that, in spite of the fact that ip(K) = 0 or > 0 depends only on the decomposition type of p in K, this is not true for the value of ip(K). In 1930 Engstrom [2] showed that for the number fields of degree [K: Q] < 7, ip(K) depends only on the decomposition type of p in K and for these fields computed ip(K) in all cases. He then settled Ore's conjecture showing that for the number fields of degree 8 in which 3 = (?x ■ P2 • P3 • P4)2, i3(K) = 2 or 3, both possibilities accessible. In the same paper he found an explicit formula for ip(K) when p is totally decomposed in K. In 1955 Sukallo [10] claimed to have found a formula for ip(K) when all the prime ideals of K lying over/? have degree one, but these results are incorrect as Engstrom's example shows (see also our Corollary 3.3). In a recent paper [9] Sliwa proves that, when p is nonramified in K, ip(K) is determined by the decomposition type of p in K. There are no more contributions in the literature to the problem of determining and computing ip(K); thus, we can find it as one of the unsolved problems in the list of Narkiewicz's book [6] . In this paper we find which arithmetic invariants of K determine the value of ip(K) ( §1) and we use them to obtain an extensive generalization of Engstrom's formula ( §2). These results allow us to give a complete explanation of Ore's conjecture and to show in which more general situations this phenomenon will occur ( §3).
Throughout this paper p will denote a fixed prime number, Fp the finite field with p elements, Zp the ring of />-adic integers, Q^ the />-adic field and ß a fixed algebraic closure of Q^. For any m g Zp we shall denote by v (m) the greatest exponent s such that ps divides m. For any integer a g ñ we shall denote v (a) = vp(nl/qp(<x))AL : Qp], where L = Qp(a). 1 . Characterization of ip(K). Let 5 be the set of all monic irreducible polynomials of Zp [X] . Let E be the set of all finite extensions L of Qp, Qp c L c Ü, classified up to isomorphism, that is, identifying any two isomorphic extensions. We have a natural mapping S -* E which assigns to any polynomial f(X) & S the class of Qp(a), where a G ñ is any root off(X). Let us denote SL = tr'l(L) for any L g E. Let S be the free abelian monoid generated by E, that is, the set of all the elements of the type
with the L, not necessarily different. Given T G S expressed as in (1), any family fx(X),...,fr(X) of polynomials such that f(X)e SL for all /' will be called a T-family. We can define (2) /,(r)=min ( £ R,{f"fj)+íi,(fl)\, r-,aïïntelu,<y«r /=1 I where, in general, R(g, h) denotes the resultant of two polynomials g(X), h(X) g Zp[X], Rp(g, h) = vp(R(g, h)) and ip(f) = vp(i(a)) for any root a of a polynomial f(X)<=S.
Let K be a finite number field. Let SK be the set of the minimal polynomials of all the integers 6 G K such that K = Q(8). Let P,,...,Pr be the prime ideals of K lying over p. Every completion KP of K according to the P,-adic topology can be mapped onto a subfield of ñ, unique up to isomorphism. Though the KP are all different as topological fields, their images in E can coincide; for instance, if K/Q is Galois, the KP are all equal to L = Qp(ax,... ,an), where ax,...,an are the roots in Í2 of any F(X) g SK. Thus, KP determines a unique element of E which we shall continue denoting by K? and K has intrinsically associated an element of S :
Given any T = Lx + • • • + Lr e S it is easy to construct fields K such that e (K) = T; we consider arbitrary polynomials f¿(X) G SL. n Z[X] and take F(X) = fx(X) • ■ ■ fr(X) + psG(X), with s large enough and G(X) appropriate in order to make F(X) irreducible over Q. The aim of this section is to prove that this element ep(K) g ef determines the value of ip(K). More precisely we shall prove Theorem 1.1. For every number field K, ip(K) = Ip(ep(K)).
If F( X) = fx( X) ■■■ fr(X) is the factorization of any F(X) g Sk into irreducible factors in Qp[X], it is well known thatf¡(X) G SKp and that ip(9)= £ *,(fi,fj)+T.i,U,)> 
hence, taking r large enough we can assure simultaneously that 8' satisfies (3) and that (4) 
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Then, if we denote m¡ = Ey>/ h -,1 < i < r, and e0 = 0, we have
The bounds on the «,'s, i ^ 2, will allow us to prove that the minimum value (2) is attained by a T-family with all the polynomials satisfying ip(f) = 0. The first steps deal with general properties of the polynomials Sram and with the computation of B-pif, g) for two such polynomials. Lemma 2.2. Letf(X) g s;am. (i) There exists j 6 {0,1.p -1} such thatf(X) = ( X -j)e (mod p).
(ii) Newton's polygon of f(X + j) has only one side with slope vp(ae)/e, where f(X+j)= Xe+axX"l+ ■■■+ae.
(
Proof, (i) Since f(X) is irreducible, by Hensel's lemma,/(Jf) = y(X)m (mod />), where <p(X) is an irreducible polynomial of F [X]. Let a g fi be any root of f(X) and let L = Qp(a). We have Fp c Fp(a) c L, and clearly <p(X) is the minimal polynomial of a over F . Hence, the degree of <p(X) is a divisor of the residual degree of L/Q , which is equal to one in our case.
(ii), (iii) and (iv) are easy to prove after (i). D Since a linear change of the variable preserves the value of Rp(f, g), by (i), (ii) and (iv) of this lemma, in the computation of Rp(f. g) we can restrict ourselves to the following case: Lemma 2.3. Let f(X), g(X) g Zp[X] be two monk polynomials such that f(X) = X1', g(X) = Xe (mod/?) and with Newton's polygons having only one side with respective slopes X = m/e, X' = m'/e'. Then Rp(f, g) > min{ m'e, me'} and ifX + X' the equality holds.
Proof.
Let ax,...,ae; ßx,...,ße, g fi be the respective roots of f(X) and g(X).
R(f, g) = n,v/(a, -ßj) and it is well known that vp(ct¡) = X and vp(ßj) = X' for all i,j. D By (iii) of Lemma 2.2 we are specially interested in the case that both polynomials are Eisenstein. Let Sf denote the subset of 5ram of Eisenstein polynomials of degree e. By Lemma 2.3, if f(X) g 5/, g(X) g Sß and e * e', we have Rp(f, g) = min{e, e'}. If e = e' we can compute Rp(f, g) by a formula of Krasner: Rp(f-g)= min {e.vp(a,-b,)+(e-i)}.
In particular, Rp(f, g) = e iff ae m be (mod p2).
It is suggested by (i) and (iv) of Lemma 2.2 that, for any Y g êram, the way that the polynomials fx(X),...,/.( X) of a T-family are distributed among the X -j. max 0 < j <k<p 0 *ij < p, can give a rough idea of the value of Y.x<i</<rRp(f¡, ff). It is natural to ask if there exists a standard way of distributing these polynomials such that for any r e T" the minimum value of (2) is always attained by a r-family with the standard distribution. By (iv) of Lemma 2.2, it is natural to think that the best candidate for a standard distribution is that of maximum equilibrium. [\m¡j -mi k\j «s 1 for all 1 < i < r, where mt. . = Yft=int , for all 1 < i < r, 0 </ < p.
We can associate to any T-family a T-distribution taking n¡ to be the number of polynomials of the family that belong to S, and are congruent (mod p) to a power of I-/. It is obvious that for any T-distribution there exist T-families with this distribution associated. In the ideal case that all the polynomials in the r-family (those with the same degree included) satisfy ip(f) = 0 and Rp(f, g) = m\n{deg(f(X)),dcg(g(X))} or Rp(f, g) = 0, the minimum value of (2) is always attained when the associated distribution is standard. In the course of the proof of this fact, which is purely combinatorial, we shall obtain also an explicit formula for the value of E, il<l<rRp(fi, ff) in that ideal case.
Let us think, in full generality, that instead of polynomials belonging to different SL, 1 < i < r, we have "objects" inside r different "boxes"which we label 1,2,...,r. The objects inside each box are divided into a classes and we assign to any two objects from the same class, bleonging to the boxes i and/ the weight min{e,, e-}, where 0 < e, < --■ < er g R depend only on the box. The problem is to determine for which distribution of the objects the total sum of these weights is minimum and to compute this number. Let us begin with the case of one single box. Assume that the weight of the box is e = 1 so that, in fact, we are counting the total number of pairs of objects from the same class. Remark. Suppose m = m' + m" and q = q' + q". Then x(m> <?) < x(m'^ <?') + X(w", q") since a set of m objects can be divided into a classes by first partitioning it into two subsets of m' and m" objects each, and then dividing the subsets into a' and a" classes, respectively.
We can now deal with the general case: is sufficient to assure that equality holds in (6). 7/0 < ex < ■ ■ ■ < er, this condition is also necessary.
Proof. For every 1 < ¿< r, the total number of couples of objects of the boxes /', / + 1,... ,r in coincident subdivisions is equal to On the other side, it is clear that r (8)
M=YJal(el-e,_x).
i-l
In fact, for every couple of objects of two boxes i < j in the same subdivision, the right member of (8) counts a weight of e, + (e2 -ex) + • • • +(e,--e,_x) = e" as does the left one. Now by Proposition 2.5, a, > x(m¡, a) for all i, and (7) is equivalent to a, = x(w/> a) f°r au '-Hence, the first two assertions are proven. If enric nart e, -e,_x > 0 for all i, we have, conversely, that the equality in (6) implies that a, = x(w,, a) for all/. D Remark. It is easy to see that, for fixed «,,... ,nr, the n¡ , may be chosen in such a manner that (7) is satisfied. One proceeds by distributing the objects of the rth box as uniformly as possible among the a subdivisions, and then doing the same with the objects of the (r -l)st box, taking care to add the excess elements first to those subdivisions which came out short in the previous distribution, etc.
The last step in order to prove Theorem 2.1 is to check that the bounds on the «,'s, / > 2, assure that T is almost in that ideal case. By Lemma 2.3 only Eisenstein polynomials of the same degree may have Rp(f, g) > min{deg(f(X)),deg(g(X))}. By Lemma 2.4 we are led to seek, for L G Eram fixed, the maximum number of Eisenstein polynomials of SL with last terms pairwise noncongruent mod p2.
It is well known that a tamely-ramified extension L/Qp of degree e can be defined by a root of a binomial Xe + pa, p 1 a, and that reciprocally, such a binomial has a root in L if and only if the class of a in F*/Fi,*f is a fixed one, which at the beginning of the section we have denoted by N(L). We need to prove that the same is true not only for binomials but for Eisenstein polynomials in general. />(r)-I.x(n,p'), S>1 and this value is attained by the T-family X -1,...,X -n.
Remark. Although this formula is obtained by Engstrom, it is a trivial application of a result of Hensel [4, p. 351] . The really interesting contribution of Engstrom was to prove that this value coincides with ip(K) for any number field K of degree n in which p is totally decomposed.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, Corollary 2.9 and Lemma 2.10, the bounds on the «,'s, /' ^ 2, assure the existence of a r-family with a standard T-distribution such that for all the polynomials in the family ip(f) = 0 and such that for any couple of polynomials not both in SQ, Rp(f,g) = min{deg(/(A')),deg(g(A'))}.
Moreover, if we take the polynomials of SQ to be X -1,...,X -nx, by Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.10, for such a r-family, Hi<jRp(f, fj) takes the value (5). We have only to prove that this value is minimum among all the T-families. It is not a direct consequence of Proposition 2. where in the right member we can think that we have counted first min{deg(/,( *)), deg(/,(*))} instead of Rp(f, fj) for every couple of polynomials with Rp(f¡, f¡) > 0 and then replaced the sum EfjJ X(wi,/> 1) corresponding to the couples of polynomials both in S0 by the correct value. By Lemma 2.10, for any 0 </' < p, the nx ¡ polynomials of the family congruent (mod p) to X -j will have T.i<jRp(fi, ff) greater than or equal to the sum provided by the polynomials X -j, X -(j + p),...,X -
Therefore, we have only to prove that £ Lx{nij>P')> Ix(«i,/).
7=0 S»l 5>2
We prove this inequality showing that for each i>2we have p-i (9) Lx{nlJ,ps-1)>x(ii,Ps)-
7=0
This last inequality follows from the remark following Proposition 2.5 observing that »i=E;-x«wandp'-E;_1/»'-1. □ 3. On Ore's conjecture. We can define a decomposition type (d.t.) as a family n{ e, with /, e, nf e integers, /, e > 0, nfe > 0, such that Lfen/e < oo. We define the d.t. of a prime/? g Z in a number field K taking nf e to be the number of prime ideals of K lying over/? with residual degree /and ramification index e. In [7] Ore proved that for any prime/? and arbitrary d.t. there exist number fields K such that/? has this d.t. in K; and in [8] he conjectured that for these fields ip(K) can take different values. This was confirmed by Engstrom [2] showing that the number fields of degree 8 in which 3 = (P, Then, ip(K) takes the same value for all the number fields K in which p has this d.t.
Proof. Under this condition on e and /, there is a unique element of E with residual degree / and ramification index e. Hence, all the number fields in which /? has this d.t. have the same ep(K). D Remark. In particular, this is the case when/? is not ramified. By Theorem 2.1, the d.t.'s with nf e = 0 for all /> 1 and nx e suitably bounded will also determine ip(K). In order to cover the case in which Ñ(KP ) is the same for all the P, lying over /? with residual degree 1 and ramification index e, the bound must be nx e < p(p -l)/(e0, p -1), where e = p'e0, p 1 e0. In order to give a more complete result we need the following: (2) This corollary shows that even in the case when/? is determined by the d.t. of/? in K, the formula of Sukallo [10] is incorrect.
In fact, Theorem 1.1 completely clarifies Ore's conjecture. The fact that there is not in general a unique element of E with prefixed residual degree and ramification index means that fields K in which/? has the same d.t. can have ep(K) different and therefore ip(K) = Ip(ep(K)) possibly different. We can also give a complete explanation of Engstrom's discovery: There are only two quadratic ramified extensions ofQ3, L, =Q3(y3) and L2 = Q3L/-3).
By Proposition 2.7, an Eisenstein polynomial X2 + 3a + 3b belongs to SL or to SL according to ft = -1 or 1 (mod3); hence, by Lemma 2.4, if f(X), g(X) G S2, Ríif* g) = 2 if and only if tr(f(X)) ¥= rr(g(X)). Now, for every number field K of degree 8 in which 3 = (Fx ■ P2 • P3 • P4)2, all e3(K)-families have two polynomials f(X), g(X) congruent (mod3) to a power of the same X -j. If e3(K) = ALX or 4L2, it must be ir(f(X)) = ir(g(X)) and i3(K) = 3, whereas in all other cases we can makeir(f(X))* tr(g(X)) and i3(K) = 2.
Moreover, it is clear that this phenomenon will occur whenever, for e, f not satisfying the condition of Corollary 3.1, there is an accumulation of prime ideals lying over/? with the same residual degree/and ramification index e.1 In that case, ip(K) will take a higher value for the number fields with an ep(K) containing more repetitions of elements L g E with the same N(L). Let us discuss an example, continuing with/? = 3,/= 1, e = 2. we have Y.R3(f¡, ff) = 11, 12, 13 and 15 respectively. In the first three cases this is the minimum possible value. Now, assume, in the case e3(K) = 7L1, that the three polynomials in the same class are congruent to X2 (mod 3). If we replace one of the three Eisenstein polynomials by the polynomial h(X) = X2 + 15Jf + 9, by Lemma 2.3 we have R3(h, /) = 2 for any Eisenstein polynomial f(X) of degree two. Hence, the total sum Y.R3(f¡, f) is equal to 13 in this case; since i3(h) = 1, we have i3(K)=\A.
Also, this example shows that it is not always possible to obtain the minimum value of (2) taking only polynomials with ip(f) = 0.
Restricted to the Galois case, Ore's conjecture seems to reopen. For instance, the Galois number fields K of degree 8 (resp. 14) in which 3 = (Yx ■ ■ ■ P4)2 (resp. 3 = (Fx ■ ■ ■ P7)2) have only two possibilities, e3(K) = ALX or 4L2 (resp. 1LX or 7L2), and in both cases i3(K) = 3 (resp. i3(K) = 14). We believe the following is true. Conjecture 3.5. If L, L' g E are Galois and have the same ramification numbers, then Ip(nL) = Ip(nL') for all n.
